We are learning about…

tw

twirling twigs

Circle words that begin with tw
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Draw a line to match blend to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

ag
eg
ig
ost
ist
ast

tw

Add in the tw blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

___ in

___ ine
Circle words that begin with **tw**

- **twirl**
- **twist**
- **twist**
- **twist**
- **twist**

Draw a line to match blend to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

- **tw** + **ag** → **tag**
- **tw** + **eg** → **deg**
- **tw** + **ig** → **dig**
- **tw** + **ost** → **toast**
- **tw** + **ist** → **inst**
- **tw** + **ast** → **ast**

Add in the **tw** blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

- **twin**
- **twine**